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OVERVIEW 
UFOs: Unidentified Flying Objects filled the high Swiss Alpine night sky, almost 
non-stop, for hours, at the site of the 1st “Dialogues with the Cosmos”: a 
European Civilian operation at engaging UFO “Intelligences”, intelligently. 
Using highly specific and coherent, neuro-feedback protocols, based on 
creative consciousness (from which art emerges), to engage Midway the UFO 
Cosmic “Intelligences”  that clearly are appearing to be engaging the human 
race.*(note of page 2)  
This European Civilian operation was founded by visionary Ontologist and 
musician, Ananda Bosman, who has quite some experience in summoning 
UFOs since 1985, in the company of others, on the public record since 1987.  
Now the time has arrived where ALL sincere aware human beings may engage 
cosmic dialogues with the UFO Intelligences, and learn the quality procedures 
to produce a public data bank of documentary evidence from their experiences, 
on behalf of our species, and children of the future. 

This Dialogues with the Cosmos in the Swiss Alps had an astonishing success 
rate, with a continuum of sightings engaging the group in a variety of 
remarkable manners, “all night long”, over two consecutive nights!  
With several very close UFO approaches to the group, almost at ground height 
— so as to instil the interaction with the UFO to continue with some of the 
civilians of this civilian effort. As they continued to utilise and personally fine-
tuning its precise protocols, and, thereby, continue the Cosmic Dialogue to 
flourish and grow at its grass roots level, and spread into awareness. 
Utilising protocols based on this authors over 28 years experience of 
consciously invoking the UFOs with already 35 other witnesses by 1989, and 
many numerous more in the years that followed. That include people with high 
credentials, like physicists, double Ph’d’s, Lieutenants, and aeronautical 
engineers. With UFO landings, very close approaches, and even direct 
interactions, as well as other forms of interactivity, being reported.  

NEW BIRTH — BY THE PEOPLE FOR MANKIND 
This new European civilian effort, born out of a host of previous ventures and 
adventures, comes as a result of two major events that have changed the 
atmosphere for human interactive contact with the UFO “Other”:  



1. The April 2013 release by the Brazilian Ministry Of Defence (MOD) of ALL 
its previously secret UFO files, and MOD’s insistence that ALL other 
Brazilian military branches, like the Navy, also release their documentation 
(some branches did this with some reluctance) — hundreds of hours of UFO 
film footage were also released in this history making event… The VERY 
FIRST TIME that a major world nation has declassified ALL of its UFO reports, 
including those above top secret, through ALL of its branches. Documents, 
photographs, films, and objective soil samples, as well as other objective 
materials, that record mass UFO Motherships over the Amazon, many 
landings as well as encounters with the UFO Intelligences, including by their 
own Military Personnel. This is a Unique event;  

2. Coupled to this is the brave and applauded effort of www.PRG.org for 
producing a coherently well thought through history making event: “Citizens 
Hearing on Disclosure”, starting on April 29th, 2013, see note.*  

––––––– 
*All readers of this report MUST fully brief themselves with ALL 5 days, 30 
hours, of the “Citizens Hearing on Disclosure”, April-May 2013, by Military 
Personnel to former senators and congressmen, held in the form of a strict oath 
based congressional hearing.  
Where Military, Intelligence, Air Control and other experts from numerous 
countries briefed, under oath, these former US Congress poeple with over 80 
years of experience in congress between them. In 30 hours only SOME of the 
evidence could be presented. This alone is overwhelming evidence that WE ARE 
BEING ENGAGED by several Other Intelligences beyond this world. The UFO 
Intelligences. 
www.prg.org or www.citizenshearingondisclosure.org to obtain the blue ray 
films of the full 30 hours, 5 day briefings. The fragments that are on youtube do 
not do these hearings justice. Furthermore, the money paid for the blue ray 
complete hearings go to raise funds for the next hearings, which will engage the 
United Nations. Or in whatever other manner you can obtain the Citizens 
Hearing on Disclosure, all 5 days. And share with everyone. This is the PEOPLE 
for the PEOPLE, by the PEOPLE engaging disclosure.  
Likewise, Dialogue with the Cosmos, is a by People for the People of the People, 
civilian effort to engage  midway the UFO Intelligences that are engaging us, 
and to Dialogue and play. And produce the best quality documentary and other 
evidence we can produce. Each civilian Unity Unit of the Dialogues, learns the 
protocols AND the essential quality documentary data forms required to best 
document these events. Quality control that are intended to be instilled on as 
many other civilian based people as possible. We do it together. 
––––––––– 

http://www.prg.org
http://www.citizenshearingondisclosure.org


PRG’s Founder, Steven Basset, after having petitioned the US Government with 
over 25,000 US civilian signatures to get a White House Response on the UFO/
ETI question, the resulting response statement, covered by the world media, by 
a completely un-briefed person on the UFO documentary record, who spoke 
on behalf of the White House the predictable response, lead to this 5 day 
Congressional Hearing Style briefing spanning 30 hours in April-May, held in 
the White House’s own Press Club Room.  

A hearing which compiled the qualitative evidence, some from direct military 
personnel, that do clearly demonstrate that some special access program 
branches of the US Government, have clearly withheld their evidence on their 
own secret UFO research, which includes the testimonials of other governments 
openly acknowledging that the US was involved in their own countries’ UFO 
research endeavours; and even to the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, in writing, 
confirming, with all Joint Chief’s signatures, that a Peruvian Military Jet did open 
fire on a genuine unknown UFO (the pilot testifying in the Hearing). 
The enormous objective evidence in a diversity of fields and testimonials, or 
documentary and physical evidence logs, presenting in this hearing, persuaded 
each of the 5 former congressmen to the fact that something is engaging us, and 
that portions of the US Military-Industrial Complex has deliberately kept its 
findings of this fact from its people. A course of misinformation policies which 
the NATO countries appear to have roll modelled themselves on (except France, 
which has made its remarkable UFO research evidence files open to the 
public). 
This Citizen’s Hearing on Disclosure response to the White House, is now 
shaking US Senators, as every member of the House and the Congress has been 
sent all 30 hours of the hearing. AND citizens in every state are writting direct 
requests, that their state representative reviews these briefings, and make a 
response or course of action based on their impression of evidence presented in 
the hearings 5 days of directly confirmable testimony and documentary 
evidence — coupled to the statements made by former Canadian Defence 
Minister, Paul Hellier, within the hearings, and Apollo astronaut and physicist 
Dr Edgar Mitchell, that UFOs and the Intelligence behind them, are undeniably 
real — powerful introductions, to the 29 hours of testimonials that would then 
follow. 
In other words, PRG, through its Citizens Briefing on Disclosure is rocking the 
United States of America at its very roots, at the level of EVERY ONE of the 
elected officials.  
These two events are changing history forever, for our children, and have 
changed the field of our civilian interaction with the UFOs irreversibly.  

On this foundation, we engage this European Civilian Cosmos Contact effort.  



CIVILIAN CITIZENS MIDWAY ENGAGEMENT IN COSMIC DIALOGUES 
Upon this foundation of Citizens Hearing, the Brazilian Militaries disclosure of 
UFO files, joining the every growing number of countries rushing into a rush 
hour of UFO document releases, and by the very nature of this present point in 
our civilisation — we engage this European Civilian Cosmos Contact effort, 
where, every civilian in this operation, themselves spotted and/or dialogued 
with the UFO, or cosmic Other.  

A civilian operation which gained immediate successful results. And unlike 
previous years of similar efforts, had absolutely NO Military, Intelligence, 
police, civil police, or boarder police interference of any kind whatsoever.  
This, despite the fact that the first Dialogue took place right on top of a Swiss 
Military Base, near to the Swiss-Italian boarder.  
The second Dialogue in Austria, not only had non of the above mentioned 
interference, but the local commune also participated by giving permits to go to 
the Field Work sites where the Cosmic Dialogues were to commence. 

Numerous members of these two Dialogues with the Cosmos, continue to have 
regular sightings of genuine UFOs: Unidentified Flying Objects, that are 
dialoguing with them in a highly specific series of manners and varieties, that 
responded to coherent consciousness, in a very personal and remarkable way. 
(Some of these consequent UFO dialogue and reports are compiled in 
Dialogues with the Cosmos Report III). 

This 1st Dialogue was a remarkable one. As continuous appearances of UFOs 
interacting in a diversity of ways with the group, unfolded, including VERY 
CLOSE APPROACHES, at human height level!  
With powerful impact and resulting in continuing Intelligent Dialogues with the 
UFOs by some participants. Several in astonishing increasing intensity with 
steep learning curves, both mentally and emotionally (as well as spiritually), for 
the individual. 

SETTING & SET 
Set at around 2,000+ metres altitude on the Simplon Pass of the Swiss Alps, 
leading into the Vallais valley headquartered by the town of SION — the Field 
Work site was set nearby to the Simplon Eagle and overlooking the Monte 
Leone glacier. 

This first Dialogue Group went up the steep mountain roads from Italy into 
Switzerland on July 19th going into July 20th.  



The weather and weather forecast for thunderstorm showers did not deter this 
group.  
Whilst driving up the Alps to this highest accessible point, the rain poured 
down, and thunder roared.  
Even when this author left the car to go to the site, and engage his protocols, 
alone (as used for 28 years), before the group came — he had to use an 
umbrella in the rain.  
Only after these first protocols of the author and the group was assembled and 
ready, did the sky miraculously clear above the site, defying the weather 
forecasts. And the sky continued to be clear until the dawn. 

The UFOs appeared already as this author was explaining the vocal summoning 
component of the protocols, and then after the group had also engaged these 
vocal forms and consciousness based forms of these highly specific protocols 
for engaging midway meetings with the UFO Other.  
Amidst the group members, including a Reserve Corps Lieutenant, were some 
who already had some considerable different experiences with the UFO 
Intelligences and sightings — these factors may well have contributed to the 
quality and success of this Cosmic Dialogue. 

NOTE: A Barebones version of this and the final draft will be submitted to each 
participant, formatted in the proper legal form of data input, so as to comply 
with the legal requirements of documentary evidence, with the accurate log 
times, longitude-latitudes, cardinal directions of trajectories across the known 
star constellations, objective analysis with the satellite data bases, from the now 
(later August) obtained complete film material. With the numeration of each 
individual UFO sighting (there were a LOT, so this takes time), assigned to each 
event. 
Sent to each of the Dialogues with the Cosmos I participants to sign, marked 
together with the sighting number they participated in. This becomes then part 
of this European Civilian data base of growing documentary evidence, open for 
all the world’s civilians, and co-participating with other similar civilian 
“contact” efforts the world over. 

FROM THE INITIAL REPORT — THE DAWN AFTER THE 1ST NIGHT 
A sky full of UFO sightings met the group MORE than midway. The 1st Dialogues 
with the Cosmos was highly successful.  
Okay, no landings, but LOADS of sightings, almost none stop. And some were 
close range, VERY CLOSE RANGE, as to be almost at landing height! 

The first night the Energy built to a peak with the sightings. And for a Civilian 
Effort in making “contact” with the UFO Intelligences, I was very happy that 



ALL the group were seeing the Unknown Flying Objects, including the ones 
“communicating” with us, and most of those which came close range — 
instead of the old times (1980s), when the author had to point the UFOs out 
and engage them with his protocols alone, and open the gate for others.  
Times have changed this way for the better.  
EVERYONE in the group got to spot different sightings. Including the two 
additional members who joined us on Saturday. 

Hooray, an Awakening Mankind is ready for True UFO Contact! Let it spread 
rapidly, in this bottle neck of time.  
Keep Looking Up,  
In Continuum of Meeting MIDWAY the Other. 

UFO SIGHTINGS 
[NOTE: This report will be updated with specific timelines from video, and 
specific descriptions taken from the statements on video on site in the Field 
Work, as the UFOs were appearing] 
The Unknown “Flying” Objects mostly “materialising,” then doing the typical 
“Pulse Flashes” as Ananda Bosman has termed them, quite unlike regular 
known astronomical or high atmospherical phenomenon or aviation flashes; 
and “power-ups” (as eceti’s James Gilliland has aptly called them), where the 
manifest Unknown Object becomes brighter as the group increases its coherent 
heart-will energy output. Or a combination of these two (plenty of videos 
online of this kind of “pulse flash” sightings are online.  
Some good ones amidst www.ECETI.org (http://www.youtube.com/user/
EcetiStargate). A few at www.cseti.org. And William Roehlings (whose USA 
group is engaging similar efforts, and with whom we shall continue to 
cooperate in synergy) — also recently captured the induced “ecsasis” or 
“universal love”, effect upon William, in his film of the “twins”, well known to 
this author, and witnesses with him, over the last 28 years. Some of the film 
footage of Alison Kruse (http://www.youtube.com/user/seeingUFOsPA/videos), 
http://www.youtube.com/user/sphericalwjr08800, captures these, ETc. The 
RAMA Mission, Peru, have had upto 600 persons witness the summoned UFOs 
including US television journalists, and many others). 

The categories of UFOs Dialogue Syntax of interface, in Dialogues with the 
Cosmos, included then: 

1. Pulse Flash(es) 
2. Power-Ups 
3. Cloaking 
4. Manifesting/Demanifesting (“materialisation, or space-time warping) 

http://www.youtube.com/user/EcetiStargate
http://www.cseti.org
http://www.youtube.com/user/seeingUFOsPA/videos
http://www.youtube.com/user/sphericalwjr08800


5. U-Turns in trajectory, as well as arked trajectories 
6. Jumpers, 
7. Time Jumpers 
8. Close Approaches, with different characteristics 

The UFO “Jumpers” and “Time Jumpers” were clearly iterated after this 
Dialogue I, when the author in Norway, on August 1st, the Swiss Confederation 
Founding Day (Switzerland where Dialogues I took place) — was shown by the 
UFOs the precise varieties that would now be used in their interactive dialogue 
with us. “Jumpers” and one “Time Jumper” were seen in this first Dialogue. The 
“jumper” form of UFO is where an Unidentified Flying Object is moving on a 
stable trajectory, but then suddenly jumps to another position.  
With the “time jumper”, there appears to be anotehr pecular form of 
observation, not only does the object “jump”, but it appears to “jump in time” 
as if “time travelling”. This time jump is often observed to be accompanied by a 
dark field that appears to warp time and space. And the object can be observed 
to be in several places at the same time in split seconds. The jumper and time 
jumper may jump forwards, but also jump side-ways in zig-zag form, often in 
response to “mind-melding” with the coherent heart-will protocols of intent 
well established and a high state field peak engaged. 

I (the author, Ananda Bosman) have been engaging the UFOs since 1985, and 
with them also gathered many witnesses of diverse backgrounds: physicists, 
aeronautical engineers, double Ph’d’s, geomorphologists, Lieutenants, and 
journalists etc. The 28 years of Cosmic UFO Dialogues of the author, by the 
majority, leans on witness testimony, as documentary evidence. 
In fact, due to several UFO incidents in the 1980s (Dorset, England), and other 
times, where clear UFOs in daylight immediately cloaked themselves into 
invisibility when the camera was ready to shoot, and then reappeared when the 
camera was closed in its case, only to repeat their cloaking when the camera 
was uncased again, and reappear when cased (published on the public record 
in 1992) — has led to the very unique signature of these Dialogues with the 
Cosmos to emerge…  
Cosmic Dialogues with the UFO which obtains documentary evidence from 
civilian witnesses, regardless of weather other documentary evidence 
technologies are present or not.  
In other words, had this author obtained high quality photo and movie material 
over the last 28 years,  instead of a few poor quality and several higher quality 
films — this effort of accumulating active participating civilian documentary 
evidence, would not have been born. 
This author amidst the social environmental context of the 1980s and 1990s, 
labelled with the unfortunate social stigmata “contactee,”(whereas we state that 



ALL Awakening Human Beings now can engage cosmic contact) — never had a 
good camera (during the 1990s a few low quality video 8 format movies were 
taken as several witnesses engaged the Other, in Norway, with the author. These 
UFOs also caused an electrical power blackout, on only the block on which 
our house was built. A few Hi-8 movies have also been taken, including of a 
landing. And a film made with a Sony photo camera, at pre-HD quality of one 
of the plasma-holographic ships in daylight — have been obtained to date. The 
latter, following an information download during a night of UFO sightings in 
middle Norway, 2008, information on the strict field of exo-sexology, that will 
become essential, as the Other engaging us in Cosmic Dialogue, becomes ever 
more integrated with our species, and the hyper-genetic and hyper-magnecular  
integrity of the 32 races of Earth man and those of the other are maintained 
(these two hyper- designations from the most advanced empirical fields of 
hadronic genetics and hadronic chemistry. Whose objective novel qualities also 
change the UFO field forever, as explored in the coming new chapters of our 
1992 book: The “Alien” Presence).  

This author has the written testimony of Onno Veltmann and Marianne 
Lichtefoot (Netherlands), and others, from the 1980s sightings they witnessed in 
south-west England when Ananda summoned the UFOs for them, and which 
were published in our 1992 book, ‘The Light Of Emmanuel’ (new addition to be 
published under the title of ‘Explorations Into All-Oneness’, along with a new 
edition of our 1992 book ‘The “Alien” Presence’). 
Over the years apart from having managed to capture a UFO landing in Norway 
with a hi8 camera, and several other sightings at low quality, including in 
daylight, in southern Norway — we have not been privileged to have access to 
the movie technologies that many of our US colleagues have. And no one ever 
thought to sponsor us a HD camera.  
Today, still we do not own a HD camera, let alone the appropriate Night Vision 
handy telescopes that can be connected to a HD handy camera and easily 
moveable, that have captured the precise SAME phenomenon that Dialoguers 
are witnessing on camera, at high quality and high zoom — some of which also 
demonstrate, like in our witness data base, that these UFOs CLEARLY change 
their direction of trajectory, sometimes dramatically.  
A tax deducible Foundation, or similar, is in the progress of being formed, 
which will enable sponsors to tax deduce their contributions, to enable the 
Dialogues Civilian Cosmic Contact Network to obtain the increasingly 
important documentary equipment for the Dialogues with the Cosmos to come. 
Including, novel devices that Ananda Bosman has helped scientists to build in 
the 1990s, which measure Extremely Low Frequencies (ELF), with unique 
sensitivity, so as to reveal precise frequency signatures over each individual and 
the previous “supernatural” dowsing lines, that dowsers with a piece of wood 



or other biofeedback system, would use to find water sources — these are 
objectively seen on these devices to be built for the Dialogue Unit Units, in 
field work. 
To the credit of Kristijan Srpcic, our Slovenian organiser (also having filmed 
many dozens of our seminars on a diversity of fields over the years), himself a 
“contactee” of sorts, and part of this Dialogues I Unity Units Team — did give 
this author as a payment for lectures a Sony photo camera, by which the July 
2008 plasma ship could be filmed. 

In this first Dialogue with the Cosmos event Unknown Objects engaging the 
gradual “pulse flash” were quite common, a form that eceti.org’s James 
Gilliland calls “powering up”.  
These phenomenon this author knows very well since the mid 1980s…. And 
they were reported by groups engaging contact in the early 1950s before the 
first satellite was put in its orbit! 

These UFO Interactive Dialogues can be likened to a kind of exo-sexology! It 
can become ecstatic. And if not in ecstasis, at least leave a feeling of being in a 
high state, or even mildly inebriated. Furthermore, the Objects respond to 
group energy, generally in a synergy that is Overunity to the coherent 
(compassionate-love heart-will intent) energy output of the group. Rather there 
is a symbiosis.  

A predicted “power up” with group empowering occurred during my protocol 
and invocation explanation and demonstration — immediately there came a 
manifestation of a UFO directly above us, that engaged the “power up” and 
laser-like golden-white “pulse flashes” at irregular times, as a bright white 
golden tinged laser-like light aimed at the group (a high percentage of the 
Unknowns were directly above us). 
Pulse flashes by the Andromeda Constellation and Andromeda Galaxy M31 
region. Multiple vehicles going into Andromeda and the Pegasus Square.  

A lot of UFO activity around Cygnus. After I explained with the laser pointer the 
unique signals that have come from Cygnus, in 1985 that penetrated deep 
underground into shielded underground laboratories, and significantly in 1998 
as a series of gamma ray lasers in the golden proportion, and what 
ELFRAD.com observed these signals to engage on Earth, and much more as 
some of you know in detail, from our multi-media presentations of these since 
December 1998. 

Almost Constant Activity.  



Marco Froehlich commented that we could almost count the time where there 
was no activity.  
The Slovenian’s (Miha Podlogar and Kristijan Srpcic), and Mr. Sur., had handy 
cameras, and film recorded all the live reactions of the group, and my 
instructions, and Marco was the time keeper, kept track of time when sightings 
occurred (most of the time), directions of trajectories of the objects were 
verbally related by me, as the valid criteria for critical analysis to come. 
Most of the prime sightings were observed by all the group. 
The Unknown Objects started to come lower and lower the more we engaged 
in the sightings. There appear to be Universal Law protocols involved in this 
fact. But not always. There would appear to be numerous factors. 

U-turn of one of the Unknown Objects, others also changed their direction, 
although not as dramatically as the U-turn one. This one took a long trajectory 
path to make the U turn. Only some of the group kept looking at this U-turn 
UFO, perhaps not realising the significance of a high object making a U-turn, as 
satellites are unable to do this. And there had been plenty of sightings and 
lower down, before the U-turn one. 

There were numerous occasions where change, or curve of flight trajectory 
pathway occurred. The changing of flight trajectory was also apparent with a 
twin pair of Unknown Objects, although not too dramatically, yet quite 
discernible. They also changed brightness, with soft gradual pulse flashes. 
Some objects oscillated in pulses. Others appeared to clearly zig zag in their 
pathway of travel. 
Objects going in opposite directions, with equal intensity changes “gradual 
pulse flash”, or ECETI “powering up”, synchronised as they moved in opposite 
directions. 

Air traffic was usual, aeroplanes are so easy to distinguish from the Other, 
regardless of heights, only one was problematic, to the far west over the Alps, 
but binoculars soon cleared up that misnomer, and some satellites, as usual, as 
well.  

We were standing on a military site, so aeroplanes only passed on the far west 
side of the mountains.  
Plenty of Unknowns. They kept coming. 

We went up on the Alps in pouring rain and thunderstorms, that were clearing 
the skies. As we arrived some clearing began, but I walked to the site with an 
umbrella in the rain, and engaged protocols. Only when we reach our point of 



destination, with the entire group, did the sky clear, so we could engage our 
MIDWAY Meetings (more on this below). 

Very high up pulse flashing objects, that would pulse flash like lasers, as if 
energising the area and higher grid systems. That periodically would cloak 
themselves, the space-time warp cloak could be discerned by those with better 
eyes, or more trained. 
A brighter Object becoming brighter and then cloaking and warping out of 
reality. Everyone got to see this demonstration of the object warping out of this 
reality. This was an important demonstration, almost directly above the group, 
and a little towards the south (where the full moon was). 
Activity from 2 to 4.20 non stop. 

Ananda observed an object materialise by Cassiopeia, group saw it when laser 
indicated, it moved along a trajectory and then dissolved completely. 
Group learnt to send their laser beams of Heart-Will that is coherent heart and 
INtension of Mind, with STRONG emotion and energy, directed and beam in 
compassionate friendship, and Dialogue, along with other protocols. 
Some of the group got clear messages, and knew the procedures, from within. 
Had accurate internal contact. 

Ananda had been briefed by specifics of the Other some days before, some of 
this is recorded, and precisely unfolded.  
However, this does not matter, for anyone reading. Everyone who is awakening 
now, MAY engage, the time has changed. Do not hesitate.  
This is of vital importance today. 

Big Sphere silver and blue observed by Korinna A. Muller (Lieutenant in reserve 
corps), and Maria Luisa Cossu. This was low down, and a massive object, that 
passed from south to north on the horizontal plane, quite fast in front of the 
Monte Leon Glacier. Photos and drawing pending. 

H’Aton’s ship at 4.08, time travelling in its jumps, ahead of its estimated 
projected trajectory. Virtually everyone observed the time travelling trajectory, 
with really great bright directed pulse flashes (for Kaon hadron coupling). And 
even when going FAR away, it engaged even brighter directed pulse flashes at 
group, as I had requested out loud (on film), and been told of in procedure, 
some days before — so bright and golden-white and wonderful, that made 
everyone utter in awe, with each pulse flash, of love. Directed intelligent pulse 
flashes.  

Numerous people become star ship drunk and ecstatic. 



By car, Mr. Sur. talking to Korinna A. Muller, another object faded in, as a large 
one, became brighter, in a gradual pulse flash, then went along and faded out.  

When driving with Korinna A. Muller down. “Athena’s” ship, BIG, and golden 
(brighter than the planet Venus at its closest approach on an early morning 
dawn) appeared almost to touch the mountain tops as she passed over them, 
and came in front of one mountain, and escorted us down the mountains thru 
to the Italian boarder from the Swiss site.  
And then went higher up, over a period of 20 minutes.  
At one point her golden ship changed form and became a triangular golden 
ship shape (hence her vehicle was a plasma holographic form, as the landed 
UFO that Dr. Gisela Henden witnessed in the Jotunheimen, Norwegian Alps, 
August 13th, 1999, when we engaged an event there, and he asked me for 
contact — H’Aton’s ship on that occasion. And Monika Klocker one year 
before, also in the Jotunheimen, when still daylight, as the ship came out of the 
forest, in the place I was having a contact).  
Then her ship went higher up again, following our estimated road route, until 
she was not there and faded into the blue sky, when we reached the valley. She 
followed the winding Alp roads, in her trajectory, which constantly changed. 
Brightest at the beginning, then in front of the mountains, and then ahead of us, 
on the trajectory of the alpine roads. 

All of the group had a chance to observe the sky objects.  
This was VERY important for a civilian contact effort. Contact by the people, for 
the people, of the people, with the star people, on behalf of mankind. 

Miha Podlogar took several photographs of some of the objects. The night vision 
on the handy cam did not even see Vega or the stars of Cygnus, so were 
useless.  
This European Civilian contact effort is open to any donations and contributions 
for proper night vision camera equipment (more below), so these experiences 
can be better documented and shared with the world. 

At the end Erika Marzani and I, when packing the cars, saw one of the spheres, 
with a fizzling effect, almost like the “fire balls”, not the green ones that 
neutralise radioactivity, or the blue ones that engage other activities — but 
another form.  
This one was a sparkling sphere, it sparkled around the solid object — like 
white with slight Champaign colours, it was just above the hill above our cars, 
over which the road we walked to the site is. It came in on one angle and then 



took a 27° turn once near the hill, and went on a horizontal trajectory (more 
details further on. Significant ones). 

Non stop sightings! 

This was day 1. 
~Ananda 6.57am July 20th 

PS: Athena did what she said they would do. In internal communication, and 
scribed ETI-RV/VR communication. 

Sunday July 20-21st SIGHTINGS CONTINUUM 
8 clear sightings by the group, numerous maybes as well. When we arrived and 
were gathering at the site, we took off where we left off — a vehicle greeted us, 
with its directed irregular pulse flashes, responding to the group and going 
towards the Big Dipper, Ursor Majoris, flying from the south-east towards the 
north-west, around 2.30 (the exact time is on film). 

Many satellites this evening, and we were joined by two additional members of 
this Dialogue with the Cosmos group.  
Numerous objects became very bright and big, in their gradual pulse flashes. 
Mr. Sur. got to see one of his own connections (in my understanding of it), 
which energised up to a large ball in brightness. 

One of the most spectacular was “Athena’s” ship which went from south to 
north, passing just over the Breithorn mountain and glacier over on the south-
west-north side to our site, she “powered up” her golden ship, into bright and 
then incremental brightness, on a very slow trajectory, and maintained the 
brightness fully, and started to come close and closer to us.  
I was watching with binoculars mainly, and whilst the stars were steady, her 
ship was like the Stevenville 2008 ship, it had a trail or concurrent position at 
the same time, which would mean micro-jumps, whilst the stars were clear 
steady pin-points. 
People were elated on this one, especially as she started coming closer. Once 
by the glacier, still fully “powered-up” (ECETI jargon), she went behind and into 
a cloud, and got even brighter, she was actually more IN the cloud then behind 
it. And then gave one huge and bright Pulse Flash aimed at the group, and 
jumped out of this plane of reality.  
Nothing more appeared on the south-north projected trajectory she should have 
been on, if she had not shifted into another plane, it was a clear sky just past 
the small cloud she went into.  



It did not look like she used a slow cloaking system, but an instant transition 
back to her plane, after she aimed her last bright golden pulse flash at the 
group. Now Vito Clasadonte and Rosario Brancato were also with us, so they 
got to see some of these “vehicles” as well, which was great for them, and quite 
a contrast to seeing satellites and aeroplanes as is normal in the sky. 
For Mr. Sur. this sighting was the most important for him, when I asked which of 
the sightings had the most meaning for him. 

On the Friday dawn, it was Mr. Sur.’s camera that I turned towards the horizon 
dawn that “H’Aton’s” ship was time jumping in, and he aimed the golden pulse 
flashes at us, in brighter form than when he flew over us, or when the Object 
was in the southern sky to begin with. He also flew south-to-north, but directly 
over the group. 
There is a good chance, that when we examine Mr. Sur.’s film that some of 
those pulse flashes at least will show, if not the vehicle itself (will have to have 
the raw best quality version). 
As those handling the cameras totally forgot about filming and were absorbed 
in the sightings, and beaming back to the Objects, and using ETI-Remote 
Viewing protocols Etc.,  with a lousy night vision — so trustfully Mr. Sur.’s 
camera got it, I do not know if it was zoomed-in or in zoom-out mode. 
Probably the former, which means that with the dawning horizon at least the 
pulse flashes aimed at us, must be registered, and will be visible, or 
enhancement will bring it out. 

This is a Civil European European Citizen effort. We started from ground zero, 
with almost zero resources. Three people brought reasonable cameras, which 
mainly captured the people seeing the objects, their reactions, exhilaration, and 
my instructions. These are interesting, as well as capturing the briefings. And 
initiate the Civilian Public archives of the Taskforce Units engaging Contact with 
the Other (for those who have not read the Dialogues with the Cosmos 8 page 
memo, please read for details). 

From ground zero, as we continue, there will need to be sponsors who invest in 
a small handy night vision telescope that can attach a sony or other handy cam 
with a good zoom ratio, so we can also document for others to see, the 
European Midway meetings with the Intelligent Other. 

Again I was grateful that it was members of the group themselves that spotted 
the vehicles coming in, in stark contrast to how it used to be. In the 1980s, I 
had to solely do the protocols before people could see them.  
We were positioned on top of a Military Base, close to the Swiss Italian boarder. 
There were no military, no police. In previous years there would usually be 



Military “Early Warning Systems” that would bring military planes or 
helicopters, there were zero in this event. And I mean NADA zilch. That was 
completely extraordinary and unusual. 
And because it was also a military zone, with an underground base on which 
we were standing, there was also no aeroplane flight line over it. They flew 
further west over the Alps. 
Some policy appears to have, Indeed, changed, as the ETI had instructed.  
Civilian contact is now not being disturbed, as it used to be — at least in this 
venture. A new cycle this way appears to be beginning. At least in Switzerland. 
Bravo all task force units, bravo. And thank you everyone who was tuning in, 
and being there virtually, in Spirit, and some with your own protocols. Thanks 
for the remote effort. It all works together. 

Let the curtain unfurl as we engage more and more MIDWAY meetings. 
Keep Looking Up, with an open Compassionate Heart, on behalf of all 
Awakening Mankind. 
—Ananda, 22 July, 2013 

PS: Dialogues With The Cosmos (with its TASK FORCE UNITS) was a European 
Civilian Effort. For the record, this was launched virtually from ground zero 
financially, and operated on a suggested donation basis — so no fancy night 
shot equipment.  
But at least one of the objects that came at dawning twilight on the 20th of July, 
the one which time jumped — should appear on Mr. Sur.’s camera, as I turned it 
towards the horizon when it increased its pulse flash lasers at us [September 
update, Mr. Sur.’s film was obtained in Dialogues II, and so far it appears that 
several frames may have captured this object. But final analysis is yet to 
commence]. 

ADDENDUM 
Dialogues with the Cosmos starts with suspending critical analysis for the 
experiment, like “Einstein Image Streaming”, this generates the best positive 
results. Critical analysis now has begun. 
So far no satellite source for the close approaching Objects that were the 
spectacles of the event. According to Jtracker, other software, and the latest 
Skywalk for I-pad.  
The entire event was filmed with traditional cameras, to record the audiences 
reactions, and specifically to record the descriptions Ananda would give and 
others in the audience, and the timeline and direction of the Unknown Objects, 
their behaviour, their qualities etc., were generally also described. 



As there were SOOO many sightings, it will take some time to go through these 
films and compare to all known satellite data bases of satellites that may have 
been overpassing the area. 
The timeline of at least 5 of the close approaching objects are unforgettable in 
memory. Non-the-less they will be re-analysed according to the satellite data 
base, from the films, where the time was read and exact direction of objects 
described (even though we remember clearly the time and direction, we want 
to be as objective as we can with these sightings).  
Dialogues with the Cosmos is part of a momentum forming (together with other 
groups) a European Civilian Contact/Interface Agency or Network with the 
Other/UFO Intelligences. 

A vast amount of sightings to analyse. Initial data analysis does show that some 
of the many laser like “fast movers” (which were not considered in the category 
of “Unknown Objects”, but rather as “maybe’s”) — were in the direction of 
Capricorn, which does have meteor showers of that description.  
It is still our experience that some of the initial “fast-walkers” as super fast laser-
like shooting stars without any tails at all, and that often tend to correspond to 
times of the opening of the threshold of the gates, are of another character, and 
in our group were in other areas than Capricorn. And indeed, following these, 
on the 1st night, the major Unknown Objects began their show. 

On the 2nd night, with the gate already opened, as soon as the group assembled 
at the site, we were met by an object that Pulse Flashed us in the now typical 
manner in which these Unknowns engage us.  
In previous efforts over the last 28 years, there were numerous occasions were 
the heart-will is focused as a laser and beams a moving object in the sky (that 
does not have any known aeronautical characteristics), and the objects will 
respond with the SAME number of pulse flashes as those done with the 
coherent compassionate heart-will laser, whilst also increasing its brightness. 
These also have witnesses, along with witnesses to the landings that have very 
irregularly occurred over the last 28 years. 

So far, apart from several of these objects going below the mountain line, and 
even just above the ground on the road we walked, after taking a 27 degree 
angle shift in its trajectory (otherwise it would have impacted the ground) — 
non of the close approaching objects can be ascribed to any known satellite 
available on the public record. 

I have repeated to encourage people to harbour the attitude that this is 
“normal” it is a natural thing, as natural as meeting a dolphin, which, of course, 
can be exciting, but it is natural.  



This is an important attitude. After the protocols were engaged, and used 
throughout the period of Star-watching, never-the-less the energy built up with 
every Object that revealed itself. Especially on the Friday going into the 
Saturday night. 

We should also note, that we went up to the Alps against all odds. There was a 
strong lightening storm and it was pouring with rain. UFOs have been seen, 
filmed, and known to hide behind lightening clouds. So amidst a torrent of rain 
we drove up the Alpine roads. 
I had to go to the site of operations with an umbrella in the rain, and engage in 
private my own known protocol, and the sky started to clear. 

Much to the credit of trained Lt. Korinna A. Muller, who had strongly invoked 
the UFO Intelligences some weeks before, asking for assistance, she knew that 
the sky would clear. Since 1995, when she was a skeptical journalist that 
interviewed me at a doctors congress near Milan, of over 600 doctors and 
relatives, coming to interview NATO Sgt Major Robert O Dean, and was 
completely surprised by what happened during our presentation (which I will 
not mention here. You can ask her if you do not know) — she has been given 
special treatment by the UFO Intelligences.  
As a trained Lieutenant in the Romanian Army, and other related factors, she 
was one of numerous who were singled out to observe football field sized 
motherships over our house, still in daylight, with another witness, when we 
lived near Tonsberg, in Norway (mid August 1996), after having engaged active 
grid work with the Other. She was also hit by a BEAM that came from the 
mothership, that brought her to the ground, after she had provoked them, this 
was raw energy response to raw energy. 
Others have observed her going into the Beam from a UFO not far from the 
place site we engaged the Dialogues with the Cosmos. Also another occasion 
where UFOs engaged music that was audible to 3 persons.  
She also had the opportunity to see Salvana-Emmanuel in Light Body, appear in 
the fields next to our house when living near Tonsberg in August of 1996, 
amidst a host of Other beings. And has testified to the strong military presence 
engaging us at that time, I am sad to say, those days were not so pleasant, but 
we will forgive. If someone who knows about this from inside, do not hesitate 
to share.  

Today the atmosphere has changed tremendously. As noted above. 
During this Dialogue with the Cosmos, Korinna A Muller, together with Maria 
Luisa Cossu, observed one large UFO at close range moving down and in front 
of the glacier of Monte Leone, where it “powered-up” to a size larger than a 



pumpkin, in silver and blue-green — there is agreement in the subsequent 
filmed interviews with both.   
Korinna had already scouted that point when we scouted the site the day before 
the Dialogues began.  
Maria Luisa Cossu felt an ecstatic opening from that object, opening the heart 
as wide as possible, and the excitement continued long afterwards. The heart 
had already opened with some of the first Objects that appeared that night. 
For Korinna A Muller, the object observed was of the same kind she had seen in 
the late 1990s, that came at extremely close approach to her car. After this she 
went unconscious and was awakened by a police officer knocking on her 
window. 

Marco Froehlich and Melissa Stark, both had an exceptionally good receptor in 
picking out and spotting a large amount of the Unknown Objects, that did not 
behave as any conventional starboard objects. They appeared to be using the 
ETI-RV/VR protocols with much consistency. With Melissa, she said that aspects 
of the ETI-RV/VR she already had used in Argentina, where she recently 
observed a zig zagging UFO under similar protocol procedures and conditions. 

Kristian Srpcic, who had UFO sightings with us in August 1997, in Hemsedal, 
Norway,  sighted by numerous people, again “Athena’s” craft and “H’aton’s” on 
that occasion, and has had communication “Image Streaming” contacts (this in 
fact is how we met in 1995, he travelled to Germany from Slovenia based on 
ETI “Image Streaming” communication) — and who knew already where 
several objects were going to appear. This is on film.  
Kristijan would point my hand with the laser to the area, and after I pointed 
there, an object appeared  “materialised” or “de-clocked”.  
Over the last 28 years, this has happened to me often. I would know before 
hand where an object would appear. Or my head would be turned. It has 
happened with my partner Simone as well (who has now seen a wide variety of 
UFOs with me, including at close range, and one at VERY close range. As well 
as amidst DEEPLY personal moments of the deepest and most delicate times of 
meaning).  
Kristijan Srpcic did this many times during the two days of this first Dialogue 
with the Cosmos inauguration.  
He also pointed out the very important object whose trajectory was a U-turn, 
which no known satellite can do, nor conventional absolutely SILENT aircraft. 
Whilst this was not soo spectacular for most of the group, Kristijan Srpcic and I 
realised just how important that is in regards to the objectivity. James Gilliland 
has captured some of these on film, with good night vision camera equipment. 
Kristijan has captured a good photograph of one of the UFOs of his contacts. 



Giovanna Landi from Brazil, also had the opportunity to see her first UFOs, not 
all of the sightings, but some of the good ones. 

Brahma Marina Lugli on the 2nd night especially got to sight for the group some 
good Unknown Objects, as she then stated that this is now totally natural to 
her.  
On the Friday night what occurred to her, was a summation of childhood 
contacts, unified in a sphere of meaning. So by the Saturday going into the 
Sunday 21st, she was completely comfortable and feeling natural about 
contacting and connecting with an intelligence she had known all her life. 
Brahma Marina Lugli also witnessed the phenomenon, already known to her, of 
beams or columns of light coming down from the stars, to the Friday Alpine site 
of the Dialogue with the Cosmos session 1, first session. 

Erika Marzani and I saw the VERY close range object that came dawn at about a 
48° angle from the sky, and some numerous metres before it would have hit the 
ground, it took a 27° turn, so that it continued on a horizontal trajectory along 
the road we had just walked, and onto the site where we had been. At human 
head height. 
Erika Marzani described the sphere itself as a “colourless colour”, and around 
the solid sphere it sparkled with multi-colours, I agree with this description, 
although it took me a while to integrate the description “colourless colour” and 
interpret it in comparison to my own observation, when Erika was interviewed 
on camera. 

Saturday night, or I should say twilight dawn on Sunday morn, the last and for 
some most spectacular “ship”, passing horizontally just above the mountains, 
and increasing its brightness, Gilliland’s “power up”, which remained for an 
extraordinary long time, and also pulse flashing us, and coming nearer and 
nearer.  
I watched through binoculars, where it was not a single ball of golden light 
moving, but had at almost all times a trial effect, as if it was in a streak that was 
concurrently there in our timeline, on a very slow trajectory of about 3 minutes 
(this will be exactly timeline checked from the film commentary).  
In comparison the stars were just solid points. “Athena’s Ship”, as I call this, 
from ETI-RV/VR protocols, whilst powered up ALSO gave us BRIGHT Pulse 
flash lasers, that most people felt deeply within.  
On its trajectory, absolutely no known satellite, or space station, is listed. It was 
a region, direction, and timeline, of a clear sky line. Like the night, or dawn the 
day before, Athena closed the ceremonial Dialogue. 



There was one additional phenomenon, observed by Erika and Maria Louisa, on 
the Monte Leon Glacier. Three lights became one light, and when they both 
united their heart will into a love beacon, it immediately responded with a 
strong pulse flash. I was only to witness some vague lights that were the 
remnants of this sighting. This is included because the lights united at a fantastic 
speed over to wide an area of the glacier to traverse instantly by foot, into one 
light, responding to OUR Dialogue Protocols for contact. 

The entire group was in a sober non inebriated lucid and clear state of mind 
and being, and each had to drive back in 5 cars down the Swiss Alps to their 
lodgings. KAM, myself, Kristian, Miha, Marco and Melissa, had to travel another 
hour and 45 minutes. Hence, a clear state of mind. 
I copy of the above statement is sent to every participant, who will sign this 
statement when they agree with the contents, as describing what they have seen 
during this 1st Dialogue with the Cosmos engagement in Cosmic Contact in 
Europe, July 2013. 

I, the undersigned, do hereby agree, to the description above of the sightings 
that took place, and which I personally witnessed, during Dialogues with the 
Cosmos, on the Simplon Pass, of the Swiss Alps, July 19-20-21 2013. 
Signature 

CIVILIAN UFO INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT 
Any one wishing to contribute a portable night vision telescope/binoculars that 
can attach a good HD handy camera, to this civilian effort, so everyone else 
can share in the excitement, as the Civilian Dialogues with the Cosmos website 
will be established, and publish ALL of the significant data lines that we receive, 
please contact us on www.anandabosman.com. 
At present we have zero equipment that will capture bright star objects with 
night vision. The minimum of a HD high level zoom handy cam, and a night 
vision handy telescope, or night vision binoculars that allow a handy came 
attachment are requested for this civilian contact effort. 
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